Introduction
What a library is has been a discussion for many years. Some may consider it a place only used when a member of the public wants to check out a book. Summers and Buchanan (2018) define libraries as cultural hubs, by "offering trusted spaces for people to come together to access, share, create, appropriate, and appreciate cultural resources and material" (p. 286). But until the advent of the Internet, public libraries were simply a brick-andmortar presence, one that the user would need to physically visit to gain information. Today, a library's website can serve as a patron's first interaction with the library.
With the introduction of the Internet, library websites have become new access points for a global community. A library's website serves as a new branch for its users, one that can be accessed 24/7 globally. But with that continuous access to such a large audience, a library's website should include certain information to be truly beneficial to the user. This website content analysis examines the websites of public library systems in Mississippi for the presence of four elements from Kumar and Bansal's 2014 seven essential menus for a library's homepage:
• My Account -for members of the library. It provides the login window for members and general rules and procedures for quick access.
• Services -Various types of services provided by the library.
• Hours -Library hours specifically, e.g. if there is any holiday or if any cut/extension in opening hours on a particular day" (p. 285).
• Eight elements from Chow, Bridges, and Commander (2014) (Kumar & Bansal, 2014) .
Purpose Statement
This research assesses public library websites in the state of Mississippi for essential elements identified by Kumar and Bansal (2014) and Chow, Bridges, and Commander (2014) . 
Research Questions

Definitions
Branch Library: "An auxiliary service outlet in a library system, hosted in a facility separate from the central library, which has at least a basic collection of materials, a regular staff, and established hours, with a budget and policies determined by the central library. A branch library is usually managed by a branch librarian who may have responsibility for more than one branch. In a public library system, new branches may be sited on the basis of a comprehensive plan for the entire city, county, region, or library district served by the system" (Reitz, 2018) .
Cybermetrics: "Description and evaluation of the impact of the internet as a scholarly communication tool, primarily by means of quantitative analysis of web-based scholarly and scientific communications. Sometimes used synonymously with webometrics" (Reitz, 2018 (Reitz, 2018) .
Library system: "A group of libraries administered in common, for example, a central library and its branches or auxiliary outlets. Also, a group of independently administered libraries joined by formal or informal agreement to achieve a common purpose. Under such an arrangement, each library is considered an affiliate" (Reitz, 2018) .
OPAC: "An acronym for online public access catalog, a database composed of bibliographic records describing the books and other materials owned by a library or library system, accessible via public terminals or workstations usually concentrated near the reference desk to make it easy for users to request the assistance of a trained reference librarian. Most online catalogs are searchable by author, title, subject, and keywords and allow users to print, download, or export records to an e-mail account.
Web site: "A group of related, interlinked web pages installed on a web server and accessible 24 hours a day to internet users equipped with browser software. Most web sites are created to represent the online presence of a company, organization, or institution or are the work of a group or individual. The main page or welcome screen, called the homepage, usually displays the title of the site, the name of the person (or persons) responsible for creating and maintaining it, and the date of last update. Also spelled website" (Reitz, 2018) .
Delimitations
This study is limited to specific essential elements of public library websites in Mississippi and does not include the presence of social networking pages, such as Facebook or Twitter.
Assumptions
For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that the "Master List of Mississippi Library Systems & Branches" (MLC, 2019) is correct and complete. It is also assumed that the accompanying information on each library (such as affiliated system and name of the library) is accurate and current. Additionally, it is assumed that all websites examined are current and fully functional at the time of data collection.
Importance of the Study
Comparable research could not be located in the research literature, so this study and its findings may help fill a gap in the existing research on the extent to which public libraries' websites include essential elements. The findings of this study will not only be applicable to public libraries in the state of Mississippi but will be beneficial for those involved with designing and maintain the websites for public libraries and library systems in general. Basic information included "the official name of the library, the complete street and mailing address of the main library and all its branches, the phone number(s), an e-mail for general inquiries, the hours of service, a link to the library's online catalog, and descriptions of the library's facilities and collections" (Breeding, 2004) .
Literature Review
Websites of libraries have been the subjects of content analysis before. Kumar and Bansal (2014) conducted a study of eight Indian Institute of Technology websites. In the study, the authors synthesized existing criteria for qualities of "good websites" as discussed in the definitions, which they propose as "a single source guide in developing a website for a big/small library."
Chow, Bridges, and Commander (2014) (2004), Kumar and Basnal (2014) , and Chow, Bridges, and Commander (2014) .
With the library's website being an extension of the physical entity, Becker and Yannotta (2013) discussed the importance of redesigning the website to be user-centered. They identified areas of importance, such as not using jargon and focusing on ease of access by keeping navigation near the top and logical. Their recommendations build on the suggestions given in previous articles reviewed for this paper.
Wilson (2013) which lists 53 public library systems and their websites, was used to identify the library websites examined in this study.
Data Collection and Analysis
The data collected from each public library or library system website included selected criteria identified by Kumar and Bansal (2014) : My Account, Services (such as programming), hours, as well as criteria identified by Chow, Bridges, and Commander (2014) : contact information, access to electronic services (if offered), OPAC, location, circulation information, key staff names, a search tool, and the creation or last update date posted. The data were recorded in an Excel spreadsheet, compiled and analyzed to address each research question and to generate tables and figures.
Limitations
The websites analyzed were limited to Mississippi, so the results cannot be generalized to other states or on a national level. Further research could be conducted on the specific locations of the criteria information, especially whether it was located on the homepage or how many clicks a user needed to access the information. Another area that could also be explored is the accessibility of the websites. This could include the accessibility of the websites through different web browsers, on different smart devices and computers, as well as those needed for ADA compliance, such as text-resizing capabilities.
Results
R1. How many library systems in Mississippi have dedicated websites?
Figure 1. Library Systems with a Website
